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In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Introduction

The effect of COVID-19 has been significant on those supporting people who are experiencing rough sleeping and homelessness.
Crisis is calling on national governments and local councils to take emergency measures to ensure people experiencing
homelessness can receive the same care as other vulnerable population groups. We also want to support groups who are financially
affected by additional demands on their resources and have established an emergency grant fund for this purpose.

Congratulations on receiving a grant through the “In This Together” (ITT) grants programme. 

The Crisis Best Practice Team is working with all grantees to understand how the grants have been used, what difference they have
made, what has been working well with funded projects, and where there are opportunities for improvement.   

We would like to invite you to take part in this survey.  

We will use what you tell us to identify opportunities for learning to inform practice and policy on what works to end homelessness.  

Please note: this survey is for grantees to report on projects funded by the In This Together small grants programme (grants of up
to £5,000). We will be in touch separately with details for reporting on projects funded by the In This Together larger grants
programme (grants of up to £50,000).

The information you provide in the survey will be kept confidential andall data will be stored electronically in a password-protected
folder in accordance with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). This will only beaccessed by the Crisis Best Practice and
Research & Evaluation teams. The data and the findings from the survey will not be published or used externally by Crisis
independently of a final evaluation report.  

For more information, please contact: bestpractice@crisis.org.uk 

If you would like more information about privacy (including how your information will be used and stored by Crisis and your rights
under data protection law) please see the Crisis Research Privacy Notice (we can email or post you a copy).

Consent form

* The purpose of this survey has been explained to me

Yes

No

* I understand that the information I submit in the survey may be used in the final evaluation report

Yes

No

* I understand that the final evaluation report produced based on the information I submit may be used for
external purposes such as marketing or communications about the grants programme

Yes

No



I am happy for my contact details to be shared with other grantees for the purpose of sharing learning
between the projects included in the evaluation (optional)

Yes

No

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Organisation and grant details

Name of the organisation

Address

Phone number

Contact name

Email address

Please enter the grant amount

Please describe the purpose for which grant was made (please provide a short summary)

Did you receive any match funding or add any of your own resources to achieve the aims of the funded
project?

Yes

No
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Match funding details

Please provide details of any match funding received or own resources added to achieve the aims of the
project:

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Grant details (cont'd)

Was the whole grant spent on the purpose for which it was given?

Yes

No (different purpose)

No (underspent)

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Grant underspent or different purpose

If applicable, please explain why a part of the grant was spent on a different purpose:

If applicable, please explain what has been underspent:
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Grant beneficiaries

Certain people are more at-risk of homelessness than others. Please indicate if the main beneficiaries of
your project were in the following at risk groups (tick all that apply):

People fleeing / experiencing domestic abuse

People experiencing relationship breakdown [not resulting from domestic abuse]

Care leavers

People with learning difficulties

Prison leavers

People discharged from hospital

People with no recourse to public funds

Sofa surfers

Private renters threatened with eviction

Homeowners in mortgage arrears

People who are recently unemployed

Other (please specify)

Please indicate if the main beneficiaries of your project belong to any of the following groups (tick all that
apply):

People aged 18 to 24

People aged 65 or older

EEA nationals

People experiencing homelessness for the first time

People from Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic background

LGBTQI

People from local authority areas other than your own

Other (please specify)
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Activities, outputs and outcomes (introduction)

This section seeks to understand how your project activities are linked to the change it is aiming to bring about, and how its success
is measured. 

We will be asking you to provide information about outputs and outcomes: 

Outputs: A specific description of which activities took place. e.g. if your activity is ‘we provide training’, the outputs could be ‘we
trained 50 people to achieve a qualification’ 

Outcomes: What changes/benefits did your project achieve? E.g. someone supported by your project secures stable housing, feels
more motivated, increases their skills 

We will ask questions about activities that may have been wholly or partially funded through the Crisis “In This Together” grant.
Please reply “yes” to the questions below if the grant was used to fund any of the following: 

The output directly. For example: food and emergency supplies 
A change to your services enabling your organisation to engage in certain activity. For example: Emergency cleaning
allowing to provide temporary accommodation;. 
Staff time or expenses of volunteers engaged in a particular activity. 

Below is the list of activities you will be asked about: 

Provision of food and emergency supplies to people experiencing or at risk of homelessness  
Provision of IT hardware (such as phones) to people experiencing or at risk of homelessness 
Information, Advice and Guidance (IAG), including advocacy/casework  
Provision of support to people experiencing or at risk of homelessness, including counselling 
Rehousing into temporary accommodation 
Rehousing into permanent accommodation or preventing evictions 
Purchase of materials to protect staff/clients from COVID-19 (e.g. PPE, cleaning) (only if these do not fall within the remit
of specific services described above) 
Other (if the grant was used to fund an activity not described above) 

You will have space to explain which part of a certain activity was specifically funded by the ITT grant.

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Food and emergency supplies

* As part of the ITT-funded project, did your organisation provide food and emergency supplies (excluding
IT hardware such as phones and tablets) to people experiencing or at risk of homelessness?

Yes

No
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Food and emergency supplies (cont'd)

How many people did your organisation provide food and emergency supplies to as part of the project?

Please explain how food and emergency supplies were provided and which part of the activity was funded
by an ITT grant?

What have been the successful outcomes of the project, related to provision of food and emergency
supplies?

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

IT hardware

* As part of the project, did your organisation provide IT hardware (such as mobile phones or tablets) to
people experiencing or at risk of homelessness?

Yes

No

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

IT hardware (cont'd)

How many people did your organisation provide IT hardware to as part of the project?



Please explain how IT hardware was provided and which part of the activity was funded by an ITT grant?

What have been the successful outcomes of the project related to providing IT hardware?

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

IAG, advocacy and casework

* As part of the project, did your organisation provide information, advice and guidance (except
counselling) or engage in casework and advocacy on behalf of people experiencing or at risk of
homelessness?

Yes

No

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

IAG, advocacy and casework (cont'd)

How many people did your organisation support with information, advice, guidance, casework or advocacy
as part of the project?

Please explain how information, advice and guidance services, casework and advocacy were provided and
which part of this activity was funded by an ITT grant



What have been the successful outcomes of the project, related to providing information, advice, guidance,
casework and advocacy?

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Support and counselling 

* As part of the project, did your organisation provide support or counselling services to people
experiencing or at risk of homelessness?

Yes

No

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Support and counselling (cont'd)

* How many people did your organisation provide support or counselling to as part of the project?

Please explain how support or counselling was provided and which part of this activity was funded by the
ITT grant?

What have been the successful outcomes of the project, related to providing support and counselling?
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Temporary accommodation

* As part of the project, did your organisation provide rehousing into temporary accommodation for people
experiencing or at risk of homelessness? 
Examples may include hotels and B&Bs

Yes

No

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Temporary accommodation (cont'd)

How many people did your organisation rehouse into temporary accommodation as part of the project?

Please explain how rehousing services were provided and which part of the activity was funded by an ITT
grant?

What have been the successful outcomes of the project, related to rehousing into temporary
accommodation?

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Permanent accommodation / preventing evictions



* As part of the project, did your organisation provide rehousing into permanent accommodation or prevent
evictions from permanent accommodation?

Yes

No

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Permanent accommodation / preventing evictions (cont'd)

How many people did your organisation rehouse into permanent accommodation or how many peoples’
eviction has been prevented? 
Please provide the total number of rehousing cases and/or the total number of prevention cases

Please explain how rehousing or eviction prevention services were provided and which part of the activity
was funded by an ITT grant?

What have been the successful outcomes of the project, related to rehousing into permanent
accommodation or prevention of evictions?

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Materials to protect staff/clients from COVID-19

* Was the ITT grant used to fund the purchase of materials to protect staff or clients from COVID-19 (such
as PPE, cleaning)? 

Please reply “yes” only if the purchase of materials to protect staff or clients was not linked to
delivery of the specific services mentioned previously, but was used to support the organisation
overall.

Yes

No
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Materials to protect staff/clients from COVID-19 (cont'd)

How did the purchase of materials to protect staff or clients impact your organisation?

What would have been different if you did not have the funding to purchase materials to protect staff or
clients?

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Other activities

* Was the ITT grant used to fund any other activities not falling into the previously listed categories?

Yes

No

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Other activities (cont'd)

Please provide the description of these activities below and please explain which part of these activities
was funded by an ITT grant



How many people were supported through these activities? 

If there is more than one activity, please provide separate figures

What have been the successful outcomes of these activities?

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Outcomes and challenges

Were there any positive outcomes of the project overall you were not expecting? If so, please describe
them below: 

Outcomes in addition to your original aims

Which challenges did you experience during the project?

How did you address these challenges?

What difference has the grant made to your service overall?

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey



Looking ahead

Do you plan to do anything differently after this project?

Yes

No

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Doing things differently

What do you plan to do differently and how?

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Looking ahead (cont'd)

Do you plan to continue the work that was funded through the ITT grant after the end of the project?

Yes

No

In This Together emergency grants: Small grants survey

Continuing the work

How do you plan to continue this work? 

Please indicate any financial or other arrangements made
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Looking ahead (cont'd)

 Primary challenge Secondary challenge

Staff stress

Staff sickness

Shortage of staff due to
child care

Shortage of staff due to
increased workload

Lack of volunteers

Lack of PPE

Lack of IT hardware
e.g. laptops,
smartphones

Lack of internet access

Helping people to
access to basic needs
and services (e.g. food,
hygiene)

Identifying or supporting
people at higher risk of
COVID-19

Inability to practice
social distancing in
current accommodation

No dedicated space to
self-isolate or
quarantine

Access to healthcare
for symptomatic
individuals (including
COVID-19 testing)

Access to mental health
care

Access to drug and
alcohol support

Accessing and storing
opiate substitutes

What is the biggest challenge your service is facing in the next 6 months?



Access to domestic
abuse support and
services

Accessing Housing
Options support

Supporting people with
hospital discharge

Supporting people with
prison release

Funding shortfalls

Other services closing
(e.g. food banks)

 Primary challenge Secondary challenge

Other (please specify)

Is there anything else you would like to share that has not been covered already?
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